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Ladies and gentlemen, let's get ready to rumble!
Two most collided revelations.
It's Louisville and Cucky, USA.
Mohamad Ali, Ali!
La Plaza de Toro, la cubierta de Leganes.
Abarrotada del público, enferbonizada, volcada.
An interesting ambos fighters.
Javi Castillejo, world champion of the
superweightweightweightweightweightweightweightweightweightweightweightweightweight
highball champion.
So."
Here we are on El Campo del Gas to talk to you about how you could not handle other forms.
Hello Sir shirts, how is the night?
Switzerland, very good.
What are you doing here?
Very good.
Every Sunday a derby competition, it's not very optimistic for anybody.
Nothing.
I told you, it was a very good game for the club and Madrid.
Yes, especially for Madrid.
No, no, no, but that's what he's going to do.
And this one, we have a... well, it's not bad.
The derby comes very soon, because it's important for the team, for Madrid,
but of course, as you lose it, 11 points, until then,
there has been no one in history who has raised Madrid.
Hi Jaime, how are you? Good evening.
How are we? Very well.
Barcelona is very good, too.
Yes, yes, yes, there it is.
And the Girona?
The Girona, too.
The Girona is surprisingly placed there, with 13 points.
Girona, which is also a team like...
Four victories and a tie.
Yes, but it has an agreement with the City.
It's an English team, isn't it?
It's not filial, but as if it were, it's one of the same owners.
It's a French team, too.
There are many players from the City, fed in the...
What does that mean? That they should have played very well,
and good players, and that's why it's there, isn't it?
Of course, it's supposed to be.
They haven't gone to the market.
It's supposed to be.
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How is the boxing world?
Very good.
Last week, we just finished watching it in golf,
very good, the Cepeda shrimp,
the picar carne machine,
tomorrow in Eurospor...
Eurospor 1 or 2?
Well, no, in the APP.
For the manager, I have the first wager,
who will repeat it next week.
Leishan, tomorrow also in Dazón...
He won the first Chinese, surprisingly,
because of the speed with which he won, too.
Of course, the Chinese is very...
The Chinese?
It's a big Chinese.
It's not a Chinese account, is it?
No, it's not a Chinese account.
Tomorrow there is also direct in Dazón,
we say it like that,
if we go back to another time,
we wouldn't have seen anything.
Saturday in Dazón,
there is a very interesting sailing,
a fight of girls,
taking advantage of the issue of female football,
for example, I think,
the pain now with the manager,
I think it's worse than
what the boxers had in a world
so, so, so,
of men who seemed,
well, I count the honesty of the world,
it seemed absolutely impossible to me,
what they had arrived,
how, well, I realize that tomorrow
there is another female fighter
who is looking for the boxers
to face each other,
earning more money each day,
but, as I said, in a way,
escalated,
and they have won by their own right,
there is not a big gap
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in which there is no
a great female boxing match.
Tomorrow there is Jessica McCaskill,
who puts all the titles with Sandy Ryan,
it's a fight of this kind,
I want to see it,
but it's good,
good, good, good, good,
good, good, good, good, good, good, good,
if you calculate,
if it happens,
it is what the girls have,
has jumped three minutes,
so, well, it's already packed
for Amanda's match,
it's going to have to an important meeting,
but it's not clear.
No, it's not clear,
but Amanda Serrano,
she is one of the best in the world,
seems to want,
and well, she is announced,
Yes, we already know that the council has said no.
No.
And we talked about it, we are having a conversation with the Federation's doctor
who thinks that it is for him, well, they are treating the doctors,
it is excessive.
It is excessive because physically the female skull is not so hard
and there are three, I mean, it is a jump, I like the three minutes
and I said it and I think it would be fine, but not with so many jumps.
I mean, if the titles are ten times two, I would say eight times three,
which are twenty-four minutes against twenty.
And then in three minutes, I think it gives more time in many fights
in which there is the best.
But hey, guys, in the end it will be the doctors who have to decide.
This is a sport that is not played.
Yes, gentlemen.
I mean, it will be them.
Well, we will see.
There is one month left for that fight, so we will be aware of this.
I have already said no.
I have already said no.
What did you say?
It seems to me, guys, that it is open.
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You are going to say that no.
It is that I always say it.
In the line of what we are talking about, I mean, what happens of eight times three,
twenty-four.
It has burned ten times two, making the men twelve times three.
It is a lot.
A lot.
Yes.
A lot is for men.
Of course.
Well, many of them.
Well, they had fifteen jumps.
Of course, before they were fifteen, they went down to twelve
and now almost all international fights are ten jumps.
But, well, the world fights have been done for twelve, and have been going on for a long time
for that.
So, well, let's see, but, anyway.
Well, doctors have the church.
Well, yes, well, yes.
Well, yes.
In the以前 as these things, many things have happened in the boxing world, because
It is that we have looked at the ephemerides and there are a lot.
For example, last week we talked about that ten years ago the Canelo Mayweather was
celebrated.
Oh, ten years ago.
Ten years ago.
Yes, gentlemen.
And they listened to Canelo a interview saying that he, with twenty-three years,
with 23 years, they wanted to beat Mayweather and that he felt and that then with time he said that
he
came very well, realizing that he was not for those great fights, I really liked one thing that we
tend to comment and that it is not Baladí, which is to be accustomed to the great scenarios and the
great fights, that later they say that they will have to see that fights in Las Vegas, in the Madison
Escuargarden or in the Campo Algarz, if you have to see, you have to see and see that he will see
Mayweather
and see how he moved, how he did it and such, but hey, it motivated him a lot and now in fact the
fight
until he has against Jermel Charlo on September 30, probably many specialists say that
also Jermel Charlo, who thanks to say that he is bigger than him, but he is bigger than Jermel
Charlo, against things that come from lower weight, if he canelo, he says I am Canelito and I am
small
for those titles, but effectively and 68 years of the marcian rock and archimour that was the last
fight the retreat of the marcian rock that would then die in castile castances
Canelo and G what do you do Canelo and canado with��들
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see
the interconnector
if you like director
10 years old, I saw him with Jero, with Fistau, with Cuartango, and with you.
We saw him at home, with Juan do Cuartango.
When he was asleep, yes, he told you.
No, no, no, that was not the one from Paqueao.
No, I think it was the one from Canelo, yes.
No, no, the one from Canelo I saw him with you.
He was from Paqueao, 10 years old.
10 years old, the one from Paqueao.
Listen to this from Rocky Marciano, director.
10 years old, I know how to do this.
The man arrives on the moon.
The Bustock Festival attracts 250,000 fans of music.
Charles Manson has formally accused the murderers in Sharon Tate's house.
250,000 people protest in Washington against the Vietnam War.
In 1969, Marciano died in an accident.
The most important news for them.
Rocky Marciano died in an aviation accident.
He was very young.
After this last fight against Archimur, another great champion who has the record.
Archimur has the record of victories before the limit.
131 wins.
What a nonsense.
131 wins.
It's the best thing that's ever happened in history.
The Canelo, the first was in September 2017.
The second was in September 2018.
And the third was in September 2022.
Always in September.
17-18-22.
17-17.
That day was inaugurated.
Well, look, it's okay.
And beyond time, in this case, in 1948,
there was the fight between Marcel Cerdani and Tony Sale.
Do you remember that too?
Tony Sale, yes.
He said yes.
That's how it was in the previous fight.
Tony Sale.
It was the best fights I've ever seen.
The best fights of the year.
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That's the fight of the year 1948.
Oh, no, he meant the fights of the year 1948.
Yes, yes.
It was the best fight of the year 1948.
It was the best fight of the year 1948.
It was the best fight of the year 1948.
Tony Sale was a machine,
and in the movie we made in the classics,
it was made of himself,
when he fought,
marked by hatred.
It's true.
It was him.
And in front of me was Marcel Cerdani,
who was the firefighter of Marruecos.
A man who became famous
even more because of his private life.
Yes, because he was the girlfriend of Dim Piaf.
Yes, because he was the girlfriend of Dim Piaf.
But obviously, it was very good.
But obviously, it was very good.
Fighting with the other one,
with the Scorsese film,
with, what is it called,
El Toro Salvaje.
With the motorbike.
With the motorbike,
there was a problem with the man.
Correct.
So they stopped the fight
and when the fight was going to be held
at the event,
everyone expected that it was going to be a great fight.
I think I would have won, right?
Me too.
They are training,
she asked him not to come to the boat
because it was seven days,
at least seven, eight days
the boat went to New York.
Then there was the plane.
It was not like now.
The planes were not the lines.
The plane took the plane
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and the azures disappeared.
It's over.
And she has taken it all her life
and the song she made.
The hymn of love.
This one that sounds from the hymn of love,
yes, and was made by him?
No, she sang it for him.
They always kept it a little
and it was a secret to the voices.
They were quite respectful.
They were respectful to me,
because I had some kids.
I had three children.
There were about 50,000 people.
It was an event
and I remember a lot
when I went
to the sports club
there in Levaloa,
and I went to the sports club
Marcel Cerdán,
and those things were taken care of.
I went to the sports club in Castillejo.
In Parla, Francisco Javier Castillejo.
But what could it be?
The three or four
powerful resins of Spain.
Legrado.
Pedro Carrasco.
Pedro Carrasco.
He was already in Levaloa.
He was in Levaloa.
In Levaloa.
The sports club.
Marcel Cerdán.
I liked it.
Pedro Carrasco.
He is among the best
records in the world.
Pedro Carrasco got
91 consecutive triumphs.
How many do you have?
I'm guessing that
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Rocky Marciano fought 49.
49.
He had twice, but he won.
He is among the 5 best.
He has 93.
He is among the 5 best.
He has 91 consecutive triumphs.
Pedro Carrasco.
He has some kind of sports club.
I don't think they have.
Spain is the champion of the world.
It could be.
But I don't know.
Something.
A sports club.
A sports club.
A sports club.
They have been popular in France.
They take care of them.
In England.
They take care of the queen.
Henry Cooper.
The actors.
We have a very vintage field today.
I don't like the vintage.
The current one.
The history.
The history.
Fight with this one.
The next week.
We have to talk about the Canelo.
That's the story.
It has that importance.
It seems that
Benavides.
The red flag.
They want to fight against Canelo.
But they have to fight.
The American is Demetrius Andrade.
Be careful.
Be very careful.
He is a very bad client.
He can make a mess.
Let's see what happens.
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Everything to indicate that he wins.
I liked that guy.
Salvador Jiménez.
What happened?
He was going to make a fight.
Samuel Carmona.
He was very good.
The Spanish guys.
The bad thing is that now when we are watching
I like to see the young promises
of England, the United Kingdom,
Mexico, Puerto Rico and so on.
They take care of them.
Here we have Alvi.
Carmona.
I don't know.
Johnfer.
He is training in the United States.
When he goes to the gym
with high-level people.
But here
Wait for them to say
They
When they fight with us.
Very good.
Congratulations.
We are about to finish.
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